But it is not easy to tease this serious difference out from the skein of non-serious methodological discussions.
By "non-serious methodological ete." I mean such agreed points as that (i) it would be nicer to have an understanding system working with a vocabulary of Nk words rather than Mk, where N>M, and moreover, that the vocabularies should contain words of maximally different types: so that "house", "fish", "committee" and "testimonial" would be a better vocabulary than "house", "cottage", "palace" and "apartment block." And that, (ii) it would be nicer to have an understanding system that correctly understood N% of input sentences than one which understood M%.
When Consider two counter-examples: one produced against the "expectation as basic mechanism of parsing" hypothesis of Riesbeck (Riesbeck 1974) , and one against my own "preference as basic mechanism etc." (Wilks 1975c) hypothesis. Riesbeck considers sentences such as "John went hunting and shot a buck", where, putting it simply, the concept of hunting causes the system to expect more about hunting and so it resolves "buck" correctly as the animal and not the cash.
One then immediately thinks of "John went hunting and lost fifty bucks".
Conversely, in my own system I make much of the preference of concepts for other concepts to play certain roles, so that for example in "John tasted the gin", "gin" will be resolved as the drink and not the trap, because of the preference of tasting for an edible or potable object like the liquid gin.
Someone then, plausibly enough, comes up with "He licked the gun all over and the stock tasted good", where the preference on a small scale would get the wrong "soup" sense of "stock", and not the "gun part". 
